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THE SWITCH

From banking
to design
F

or former business analyst
Matt McCauley, his first career
(in banking) was a matter of
the right time and right place.
"I went to London at 21, straight
after uni," he says. "My only
experience was stacking shelves
and tennis coaching but I'd also
done an accounting, finance and
business degree."
McCauley's overseas job hunt
led to him snagging a temporary
research role in a large investment
bank. "They decided to keep me on
and trained me as a business
analyst," he says. "It was a happy
coincidence, as it set me on my
career path for the next eight to
nine years."
The career suited McCauley and
not only because of his analytical
skills. "Over the years, I worked in
contracting roles as a business
analyst for Commonwealth, ING,
Citibank, Morgan Stanley and
Macquarie," he says. "I'd go in for a
year or so and then take a break to
go travelling. I loved mat."
McCauley left banking on a
quest to find meaning in his work.
"[My career] didn't feel meaningful;
in fact, it increasingly felt a bit
empty," he says. "I took a year off
and went travelling to South
America and decided to do
something different."
McCauley enrolled in a master
of interactive multimedia course at
University of Technology, Sydney,
and spent his days off at a friend's
multimedia agency, learning about
design and the internet.
In 2008, the position of general
manager was available at
communication and digital design
consultancy Digital Eskimo. "They
had eight people then," he says. It
now has 15 employees.
"When I left Macquarie, there
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were 10,000 employees.
"It was a massive culture
change. I was working in Bond
Street, where it's all suits and
cubicles. Digital Eskimo was at the
top of eight flights of stairs in a
studio with an eco-friendly fitout."
The approach is quite different
to McCauley's former career.
"I liked their design
methodology- it's called
considered design," he says.
"Where I came from, you
interpreted requirements and
designed and built something from
your own expertise, whereas Digital
Eskimo builds something from the
user's point of view."
McCauley's role is mainly
business management, taking
responsibility for company
finances, sales function and
operations. He operates within the
company's strong sustainability
ethos, which he says aligns nicely
with his values. "It's about creating
a nurturing environment where,
through our work, we create a
positive impact on people and our
ecology," he says.
New projects are assessed for
their positive, negative or neutral
impact on the planet. "There's a
commercial reality, of course, but
we certainly won't do any negative
work," he says. "There's plenty of
neutral work we do, like helping big
organisations redesign their
websites, but... we work on things
that help design communities."
While McCauley admits he finds
it harder to switch off in a small
firm, the change has helped him
find new enthusiasm for work. "The
combination of operating in an area
I'm interested in, using skills I have
and values I believe in has become
a powerful motivator," he says.

THEN
SALARY About $140,000.
WORK-LIFE BALANCE "It was
pretty good. My hours were very
controlled. 1 contracted by the
hour so there was always
incentive to do a couple more
hours if you wanted to."
HOURS 40-50 hours.
"The retail side of Macquarie
[where McCauley worked] is very
different to the investment side.
To consider Macquarie as one
organisation with one set of
working conditions would be
a mistake."

SALARY About $100,000.
WORK-LIFE BALANCE "Not
bad. Digital Eskimo has a focus
on well-being and there are a
lot of people with strong
values around sustainability,
so work bleeds into the social
quite easily."
HOURS 45 hours.
MISS "Being able to get to the
gym regularly! There's no routine
any more. Every day is so
different; it's hard to keep a
pattern going."
CHALLENGES "I didn't have a
lot of experience running a
business. There's all sorts of
things like negotiating legal
contracts or organising tax
payments that come at you and
you have to think, 'Right, how do I
do this?"'
LINK
digitaleskimo.net

Withdrawal... Matt McCauley left
banking (above) for design firm Digital
Eskimo (top). Photo: Steven Siewert
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SUE WHITE

Get Qualified In Childcare, Aged, Welfare, Home And Respite Care
And Fill One Of 170,000 Vacant Positions
According to industry reports, the Community Services and Health sector requires over 170,000
new positions filled by 2012. It's expected to be the fastest growth industry
sector over the next 5 years, accounting for an incredible 24% of all
workforce growth*.
Now is the ideal time for you to gain a nationally recognised qualification in
the rewarding areas of childcare, welfare work, aged care, disability
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support, home and respite care, and fill one of the 170,000 new vacancies, ^^f"^
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Learn externally from home at your own pace with high quality
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